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Beyond Employment Nov 06 2022 This book is
the English edition of what has become widely
known as 'The Supiot Report' - a bold and farreaching look at the changing nature of work
initiated by the EC. It takes as its starting point
the profound changes that have taken place in
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

the underlying employment relationship and
associated human resource practices over the
past twenty years. These developments are
placed in their economic, social, institutional,
and legal contexts. Competitive pressures on
firms, the search for greater efficiency and
effectiveness in the delivery of public services,
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the changing role of women in society, and the
desire for greater choice on the part of
individuals are all important motives for change.
The legal framework and the structures and
organizations which represent the interests of
workers and employers must respond to these
changes. Drawing on illustrations from a number
of European countries, the book suggests that
the legal framework should encourage greater
collaboration in the workplace, particularly over
issues such as training. But it should also place
work within its social context and facilitate
genuine choices by individuals.
Game Changers in Labour Law Oct 05 2022 The
renowned international labour law scholars
contributing to this incomparable volume use
the term ‘game changers’ to refer to evolutions,
concepts, ideas and challenges that are having,
or have had, major impacts on how we must
understand and approach labour law in today’s
global economy. The volume derives from an
international conference organized by the
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

Institute for Labour Law at the University of
Leuven, Belgium in November 2017. This
initiative is pursued in the spirit and with the
methods of the late Emeritus Professor Roger
Blanpain (1932–2016), a great reformer who
continuously searched for key challenges in the
world of work and looked as far as possible into
the future, engaging in critical reflection and
rethinking the design of labour law. While
seeking to identify the main game changers, the
authors explore new pathways and answers
which may help to understand and shape the
future of work. This is the 100th of Kluwer’s
Bulletin of Comparative Labour Relations, a
series Professor Blanpain launched nearly fifty
years ago. The contributors address, and reflect
on, such vital issues and topics as the following:
– the ‘gig’ economy; – core labour law values; –
freedom of association; – non-standard
employment; – the rise of the service sector; –
employment and self-employment; – the
European Pillar of Social Rights; – app-based
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work; – algorithms as controls in the workplace;
– collective bargaining rights and the right to
strike; – the role of temporary employment
agencies; and – termination of the employment
relationship. There are also chapters devoted to
specific issues in France, Italy, the United
Kingdom, Estonia, China and the United States.
Roger Blanpain consistently reminded us that
labour relations are power relations. Although
this book shows that the power balance is tipped
towards employers in today’s world, what is
nevertheless very clear is that labour law can
play a crucial role in re-enlivening equitable
outcomes, fairness, decent work and social
justice in our contemporary and future societies,
and that academia can help to understand, guide
and shape that future. For this reason, this book
will be invaluable to professionals in labour
relations, whether in the academic, policy or
legal communities.
Collective Bargaining in Labour Law
Regimes May 08 2020 This book addresses the
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

theme of collective bargaining in different legal
systems and explores legal framework of
collective bargaining as well as the role of
different bargaining models in domestic labour
law systems in altogether twenty-one
jurisdictions throughout the world. Recent
development of collective bargaining regimes
can be viewed as part of a larger development of
labour law models that face increasing
challenges caused by globalization and
transition of work and workplaces. The book
places particular emphasis on identifying and
examining most important development trends
affecting domestic labour law regimes and
collective bargaining and regulatory responses
thereto. The analysis offered extents to
transnational dimension of collective bargaining.
As the chapters analyse the influence of the
legal frameworks of collective bargaining in
different countries they provide unique
comparative insight into the topic which is
central to understanding the function of labour
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law.
Wages in New York City Oct 01 2019
Labour Law in the Netherlands Jul 30 2019
The Netherlands is a small but highly densely
populated country on the West coast of Europe.
Having lost its colonial empire, it is devoid of
much weight in foreign politics and the focus of
Dutch politics over the last half century has
therefore shifted to establishing and maintaining
a Welfare State. In doing this, the Dutch
frantically try to reconcile a competitive
economy with a high degree of social protection.
These efforts are made in a continuous process
of corporatist bargaining between the
Government and the social partners with a view
to reaching agreements, often called the
Poldermodel. It leads Dutch lawmakers to a
never ending fine tuning of the laws of the
Welfare State, also in the arena of labour law, in
which often remarkable compromises are born,
such as the concept of `flexicurity'. All this made
The Netherlands a kind of a `social laboratory',
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

anxiously watched by numerous foreign
observers, who ' in evaluating its products ' keep
oscillating between `the Dutch disease' and `the
Dutch miracle'. This book gives an outline of the
actual state of labour law and the laws
governing its system of industrial relations in
The Netherlands.
Theorising Labour Law in a Changing World
Sep 11 2020 "This collection offers critical,
nuanced and interdisciplinary insights to build a
more inclusive theory of labour law. That is, a
theory of labour law that is more inclusive of
non-traditional workers (including those in
atypical work, or from non-traditional
backgrounds); more inclusive of collective
approaches to work regulation that foster
solidarity between workers; and more inclusive
of interdisciplinary and complex explanations of
labour law and its regulatory spaces. The
chapters all speak to this theme of inclusivity in
different ways, and offer different suggestions
for how such inclusivity might be achieved. They
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bring together perspectives from industrial
relations, political economy, sociology, gender
studies and regulatory theory to break down the
silos between legal research and other
disciplines, and promote fruitful and inclusive
conversations across disciplines. Finally, in the
spirit of inclusivity and intergenerational
dialogue, the book blends contributions from
early career and emerging scholars with those
from scholars who are already well established,
featuring critical commentary from senior labour
law figures alongside theoretically and
empirically informed work"-International Survey of Legal Decisions on
Labour Law Feb 03 2020
Basic Guide to the National Labor Relations Act
Mar 06 2020
Labour Law, Fundamental Rights and Social
Europe Dec 15 2020 This volume, comprising
three parts and ten chapters, all of them peerreviewed essays, arises from the work of the
Swedish Network for European Legal Studies.
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

Its focus is on labour and social security law.
The chapters, written by distinguished legal
researchers associated with Swedish
universities, provide insight into a range of
topical and important developments, seeking
new and interesting perspectives. Sweden has
been a member of the European Union since
1995, and EU law and European law
perspectives have been well integrated into
Swedish labour law and social security law
research. Within the European Social Model and
the European Welfare State, Sweden (and to
some degree the other Nordic countries as well)
can be said to represent a specific system, as
regards both labour law and industrial relations
and social security law. In terms of influential
comparative typologies or models (naturally
'flawed' by a certain element of vagueness and
simplification, but also very helpful in analytical
and pedagogical respects), Sweden has been
described as a representative of, inter alia, a
Nordic legal family, a Nordic labour law model,
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a social-collectivist industrial relations system, a
consensual industrial relations system, a socialdemocratic welfare state regime, a Scandinavian
social security law system (a 'sub-group' of the
Beveridge system), and a coordinated market
economy. But since 1995 EU law and European
law perspectives have been extensively
integrated into existing Swedish labour and
social security law, and the chapters in this book
go a long way in illustrating the far-reaching and
multifaceted ways in which Swedish law has
been 'Europeanised'.
Enhancing Capabilities through Labour Law
Oct 13 2020 In 2002 the International Labour
Organization issued a report titled ‘Decent work
and the informal economy’ in which it stressed
the need to ensure appropriate employment and
income, rights at work, and effective social
protection in informal economic activities. Such
a call by the ILO is urgent in the context of
countries such as India, where the majority of
workers are engaged in informal economic
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

activities, and where expansion of informal
economic activities is coupled with deteriorating
working conditions and living standards. This
book explores the informal economic activity of
India as a case study to examine typical
requirements in the work-lives of informal
workers, and to develop a means to
institutionalise the promotion of these
requirements through labour law. Drawing upon
Amartya Sen’s theoretical outlook, the book
considers whether a capability approach to
human development may be able to promote
recognition and work-life conditions of a specific
category of informal workers in India by
integrating specific informal workers within a
social dialogue framework along with a range of
other social partners including state and nonstate institutions. While examining the viability
of a human development based labour law in an
Indian context, the book also indicates how the
proposals put forth in the book may be relevant
for informal workers in other developing
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countries. This research monograph will be of
great interest to scholars of labour law, informal
work and workers, law and development, social
justice, and labour studies.
Temporary Work and Labour Law of the
European Community and Member States
Jun 28 2019
The Changing Face of European Labour Law and
Social Policy Nov 25 2021 In the realm of
European employment law, tension exists
between the concepts of 'economic policy' and
'social policy.' During recent years, a growing
tendency to emphasize the 'economic' at the
expense of the 'social' can be discerned. What
this trend gives us'in the views of the leading
figures in the field of European labour law and
social policy whose considered analyses are
presented in this volume'is a regime of 'grand
declarations' about workers' rights, but with
extremely limited enforcement potential. ,i>The
Changing Face of European Labour Law and
Social Policy presents some of the papers given
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

at a series of colloquia sponsored by the
Employment Law Research Unit at the
University of Warwick in early 2002. In its
assessment of the forces at work in European
employment law today, these commentaries
examine significant initiatives and issues,
including:problems arising in the context of the
Nice Charter;delivering 'equality' at the
workplace under the new EU legal
framework;the crisis facing workers'
participation in practice;the prospects for transnational collective bargaining;employmentrelated aspects of human rights under the
ECHR; and,attempts to establish effective
protections in relation to the working
environment. Invaluable appendices include a
report, as presented by the late Marco Biagi, of
a high level group on reform of the European
labour market; the text of the Social Policy
Agenda, as approved at the Nice Summit of
2000; and the Commission's 'scoreboard' on the
implementation of the Social Agenda as of
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2002.With its down-to-earth analysis of the
current status of the 'floor of rights' in the
European work environment, The Changing Face
of European Labour Law and Social Policy will
be of inestimable value to all practitioners and
scholars seeking to improve the quality of life for
Europe's working population and the quality of
regulation at the disposal of those charged with
confronting the new challenges to social policy
resulting from the radical transformation of
Europe's economy and society.
The Sources of Labour Law Aug 03 2022
Labour law has traditionally aimed to protect the
employee under a hierarchy built on
constitutional provisions, statutory law,
collective agreements at various levels, and the
employment contract, in that order. However, in
employment regulation in recent years,
‘flexibility’ has come to dominate the world of
work – a set of policies that reshuffle the
relationship among the fundamental pillars of
labour law and inevitably lead to degrading the
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

protection of employees. This book, the first-ever
to consider the sources of labour law from a
comparative perspective, details the ways in
which the traditional hierarchy of sources has
been altered, presenting an international view
on major cross-cutting issues followed by fifteen
country reports. The authors’ analysis of the
changing hierarchy of labour law sources in the
light of recent trends includes such elements as
the following: the constitutional dimension of
labour rights; the normative intervention by the
State; the regulatory function of collective
bargaining and agreements; the hierarchical
organization of labour law sources and the
‘principle of favour’; the role played by case law
in both common law and civil law countries; the
impact of the European Economic Governance;
decentralization of collective bargaining;
employment conditions as key components of
global competitive strategies; statutory schemes
that allow employees to sign away their rights.
National reports – Australia, Brazil, China,
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Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Poland, Russia, Spain, Sweden, South Africa, the
United Kingdom and the United States –
describe the structure of labour law regulations
in each legal system with emphasis on the
current state of affairs. The authors, all
distinguished labour law scholars in their
countries, thus collectively provide a thorough
and comprehensive commentary on labour law
regulation and recent tendencies in national
labour laws in various corners of the globe. With
its definitive analysis of such crucial matters as
the decentralization of collective bargaining and
how individual employment contracts can
deviate from collective agreements and statutory
law, and its comparison of representative
national labour law systems, this highly
informative book will prove of inestimable value
to all professionals concerned with employment
relations, labour disputes, or labour market
policy, especially in the context of multinational
workforces.
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

The future of Nordic labour law: Facing the
challenges of changing labour relations Jun
01 2022 Available online:
http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:norden:
org:diva-6158 Is labour law in the Nordic
countries prepared to meet future challenges, or
is there a need for adjustments and renewal?
These questions form the backdrop for the
analysis in this report. The Nordic systems of
labour law are built on a binary divide between
employees and the self-employed. As a main
rule, employees are protected by labour law,
while self-employed are not, and the employer is
responsible for complying with the legal
framework. If future labour relations make it
harder to assess whether a worker is an
employee or self-employed, and to decide who is
the employer, this might undermine the
efficiency of labour law regulations. The report
analyzes the adaptability of the legal framework,
and points at strengths and weaknesses.
Furthermore, the study discusses how the
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identified challenges can be addressed, by
suggesting avenues for legal development and
reform. The report is the concluding analysis of
Pillar VI in the project Future of Work:
Opportunities and Challenges for the Nordic
Models (NFoW), funded by the Nordic Council of
Ministers.
Labour Law in Iceland Nov 13 2020 Derived
from the renowned multi-volume International
Encyclopaedia of Laws, this monograph on
Iceland not only describes and analyses the legal
aspects of labour relations, but also examines
labour relations practices and developing trends.
It provides a survey of the subject that is both
usefully brief and sufficiently detailed to answer
most questions likely to arise in any pertinent
legal setting. Both individual and collective
labour relations are covered in ample detail,
with attention to such underlying and pervasive
factors as employment contracts, suspension of
the contracts, dismissal laws and covenant of
non-competition, as well as international private
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

law. The author describes all important details of
the law governing hours and wages, benefits,
intellectual property implications, trade union
activity, employers’ associations, workers’
participation, collective bargaining, industrial
disputes, and much more. Building on a clear
overview of labour law and labour relations, the
book offers practical guidance on which sound
preliminary decisions may be based. It will find a
ready readership among lawyers representing
parties with interests in Iceland, and academics
and researchers will appreciate its value in the
study of comparative trends in laws affecting
labour and labour relations.
Labour Law Jan 16 2021
Key Aspects of German Employment and
Labour Law Jul 10 2020 This book provides
practical, business-orientated and accessible
guidance on key aspects of German employment
and labour law as well as adjoining fields. This
second, completely revised edition presents the
latest changes in German labour and
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employment law and jurisprudence. It covers,
amongst other newer developments, the
statutory minimum wage, changes in agency
work, extensive changes in European and
German employee data protection law, and
includes a completely new chapter on
compliance issues in the employment context.
Specialised lawyers with many years of
experience explain the legal basis of these
aspects of German law, highlight typical
practical problems and suggest solutions to
those problems. In addition, examples are given
on how to best manage legal pitfalls to minimise
risks. This book translates employment and
labour law for foreign in-house counsels and
human resources managers at international
companies and provides a clear understanding
of the complex legal regulations in Germany.
The Process of Industrialization and the Role of
Labor Law in Asian Countries Dec 03 2019 The
seven national reports (Australia, China, Japan,
Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan)
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

included in this volume provide an overview of
the regulation of union organization, collective
bargaining, and industrial disputes. These
reports also analyze the role of government in
industrial relations in the course of economic
development. In regulations on formation of
labour unions, some countries, such as Japan,
have the least government intervention whereas
other countries, for example Korea and Taiwan,
have experienced more direct government
control through imposition of certain forms of
labour unions or registration requirements and
procedures. The same applies to regulations on
collective bargaining and industrial disputes. For
instance, in Korea, Taiwan and Malaysia
violation of collective agreements is not only
sanctioned by civil liability but is also criminally
punished. A review of the national reports
reveals that while diversity in labour laws exists
in the Asian countries represented, the
significant role of government in labour relations
is widely recognized.
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Key Aspects of German Employment and Labour
Law Aug 23 2021 This publication gives an
overview of all key aspects of German labour
and employment law as well as adjoining fields.
Legal professionals with expert knowledge and
many years of experience explain the legal basis
of these aspects of German law, point out typical
practical problems and suggest solutions to
those problems. In addition, examples are given
on how to best manage legal pitfalls to minimize
risks. This book translates employment and
labour law for foreign in-house counsels and
human resources managers at international
companies and provides a clear understanding
of the complex legal regulations in Germany. All
three editors of the book, Dr. Jens Kirchner,
Pascal R. Kremp and Michael Magotsch, are key
legal professionals working at the Frankfurt
office of DLA Piper, one of the largest legal
services providers in the world
(www.dlapiper.com), with national and
multinational clients. Their experience includes
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

the management of cross-border restructurings,
outsourcing and transfer of undertaking
measures, as well as the management of national
and multi-jurisdictional merger and acquisitions
projects, including post-merger integration
processes.
A Purposive Approach to Labour Law Feb 14
2021 This volume explores the societal goals
behind labour laws - through an analysis of
normative justifications and critiques - and
examines what actions are needed to better
advance these goals, by way of purposive
interpretation and legal reform.
Canadian Master Labour Guide Apr 30 2022
Philosophical Foundations of Labour Law Jan 04
2020 The first book to explore the philosophical
foundations of labour law in detail, including
topics such as the meaning of work, the
relationship between employee and employer,
and the demands of justice in the workplace.
European Labour Law and Social Policy
Cases and Materials Volume 1 Social
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Dialogue Industrial Relations and Labour
Law Aug 11 2020 This is the most
comprehensive collection of primary source
materials in the labour law and social policy of
the European Community ever brought together.
With documents and decisions reflecting the
state of play at 1st June 2002, it includes: key
legislative instruments in EC labour law and
social policy; significant associated policy
documents produced by the Commission; and
important relevant decisions of the European
Court of Justice. Since the first edition of this
work in 1999, the pace of social policy change
and innovation at the level of the European
Community has increased dramatically. Indeed,
developments during the past three years are
little short of remarkable, with particularly
important advances in relation to the promotion
of information, consultation and participation for
workers, along with growing concern for several
much broader social policy issues. Recognition
of the changes in emphasis and scale for
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

European social policy, and the presence of
substantially more material to be included, have
caused this edition of the work to be divided into
two volumes. Volume I covers social dialogue,
industrial relations and labour law, while
Volume II is concerned with a wide range of
material touching "dignity at work" in the
European Community. The arrangement of the
material in two self-contained volumes also
reflects a division of convenience. Thus, those
whose main focus is upon the "labour law"
aspects of European social policy may choose to
utilise primarily the material contained in the
first volume, while those who wish to
concentrate more particularly upon fundamental
social rights, equal opportunities, antidiscrimination, and dignity at work might wish
to take advantage of the framework presented in
the second volume. Advocates, judges, policymakers, scholars and students will all appreciate
this essential sourcebook in EC labour law and
social policy.
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Job Creation and Labour Law:Vol. 6:From
Protection Towards Pro-Action Oct 25 2021
Papers presented at the annual conference of
the International Club Meeting of Labour Law
Periodicals, held at the University of Modena,
April 28-29, 2000.
Labour Law in an Era of Globalization Aug
30 2019 These essays are the product of a
comparative dialogue among academics and
practitioners in labour law and legal fields
including immigration, trade, and development.
They identify analyse and respond to conceptual
and policy challenges.
Transnational, European, and National Labour
Relations Jun 20 2021 This book employs an
innovative approach to explore the topic of
flexicurity and related changes in the working
world, the importance of which for the overall
economic and social development is gradually
being recognised. It focuses on the changing
nature of work and its impact on EU law and
national labour and social security laws. Though
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

the transformation of regulatory and
institutional frameworks of labour relations
follows different patterns in different EU
Member States, it is nevertheless a common
phenomenon that offers an excellent opportunity
for mutual learning experiences and comparing
notes on best practices. Taking these ideas as a
starting point, the book presents a collection of
research on various aspects and implications of
changing labour relations in the EU Member
States. The opening chapters address the
internal market dimension of the transformation
of employment relations by investigating how
social dumping, integration of migrant workers,
and cross-border mergers influence national
labour policies and laws. The book further
analyses linguistic and terminological challenges
in the field of labour law in the EU’s multilingual legal environment. Subsequent chapters
cover various theoretical and practical issues,
such as the impact of chain-liability regulatory
models on the legal situation of workers in
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subcontracting networks, and modern work
arrangements in the collaborative or ‘gig’
economy. Other chapters are dedicated to issues
of jurisdiction and law applicable to individual
employment contracts, as well as alternative
resolution mechanisms in labour disputes. The
next section offers fresh insights on and a
critical overview of the well-known Danish and
Dutch models of flexicurity, often cited as role
models for reforms of labour markets in other
EU Member States. Three individual chapters
investigate specific aspects of flexicurity in
Croatia, in terms of individual dismissals, lifelong learning and the impact of non-standard
employment on future pension entitlements. One
paper explores temporary agency work in
Germany as an important instrument of
flexicurity, while another discusses various
forms of work used in Slovenia in the context of
flexibilization of work relations. Many challenges
still lie ahead, and the primary aim of this book
is to provide a solid basis for informed future
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

discussions.
Labour and the Wage Nov 01 2019 Labour and
the Wage: A Critical Perspective offers a new
perspective on why labour law struggles to
respond to problems such as low pay and underinclusive employment. A Marxian-inspired
ontological approach sheds new light on the role
of labour law in a capitalist economy and on the
limitations and potential of labour law when it
comes to bringing about social change. It
illustrates this through the lens of the wage. The
book develops a legal genealogy that explores
the shifting portfolio of concepts through which
the wage has been conceptualized in legal
discourse as capitalism has developed. This
exploration spans from the Norman Conquest to
the present day, and covers diverse issues such
as the decasualization of the docks, sweated
labour, the truck system, tax-credits, tips, and
minimum wages. Labour and the Wage provides
one of the most in-depth and comprehensive
analyses of the wage to date, while, at the same
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time, shedding new light on the contradictory
role, or function, of labour law in the context of
capitalism.
Theorising Labour Law in a Changing World
Jul 02 2022 This collection brings together
perspectives from industrial relations, political
economy, political theory, labour history,
sociology, gender studies and regulatory theory
to build a more inclusive theory of labour law.
That is, a theory of labour law that is more
inclusive of non-traditional workers (including
those in atypical work, or from non-traditional
backgrounds); more inclusive of a variety of
collective approaches to work regulation that
foster solidarity between workers; and more
inclusive of interdisciplinary and complex
explanations of labour law and its regulatory
spaces. The individual chapters speak to this
theme of inclusivity in different ways and offer
different suggestions for how it might be
achieved. They break down the barriers between
legal research and other fields, to promote
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

fruitful and integrative conversations across
disciplines. In the spirit of inclusivity and
intergenerational dialogue, the book blends
contributions from early career and emerging
scholars with those from leading scholars in the
field, featuring critical commentary from senior
labour law figures alongside theoretically and
empirically informed work.
Non-standard Work and Industrial Relations
Jun 08 2020 Workers were once engaged fulltime for an indefinite period. Other forms of
work were considered atypical and were
marginalized, if not prohibited by labour
organization. Now all that has changed. Most
new hires now start their employment with a
`non-traditional' set of terms. Without the
monopoly of public employment agencies, the
labour market has opened up and is full of
private enterprise opportunities. This dramatic
transformation in labour markets gives rise to a
wide range of questions about the state of the
labour market and the causes of changes in job
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types and availability. Non-Standard Work and
Industrial Relations explores these important
issues, examining the consequences of recent
developments on employment law, HRM,
industrial relations, and collective bargaining.
Culling the papers from an international
congress organised in Rome by the Italian
Association for Labour Relations on the occasion
of its 30th anniversary, this work offers the input
of scholars from more than 12 countries around
the globe who describe the modern realities of
the labour market and its problems, evaluate
policies, and look into future developments.
Scholars, practitioners, law makers, and others
interested in the changing state of labour law
will appreciate the expert authorship and truly
international perspective of this insightful,
cutting-edge work.
Stakeholder Protection in Restructuring Apr
06 2020 Unternehmensumstrukturierungen,
insbesondere inländische und
grenzüberschreitende Verschmelzungen und
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

Spaltungen, sowie Sitzverlegungen können
weitgehende Konsequenzen für alle Stakeholder
haben. Die Beiträge widmen sich der Frage, wie
man die vielfältigen Interessen von
Gesellschaftern, Gläubigern und Arbeitnehmern
am besten schützen kann. Die
gesellschaftsrechtlichen Beiträge fokussieren
auf die europarechtlichen und einigen
nationalen Regelungen zum Schutz der
Gesellschafter und Gläubiger. Die
arbeitsrechtlichen Beiträge erläutern zunächst
das Schicksal der unternehmerischen
Mitbestimmung bei grenzüberschreitenden
Umstrukturierungen. Weitere Aufsätze
fokussieren auf die Regelung des
Betriebsübergangs. Der Fokus der Beiträge liegt
auf der kritischen Darstellung der europäischen
Rechtslage und vereinzelt werden auch
nationale Regelungen vorgestellt. Ein
besonderes Augenmerk liegt an der
Beschreibung von grenzüberschreitenden
Situationen. Die Autoren sind österreichische,
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deutsche, italienische, spanische, polnische,
serbische und mazedonische Professoren für
Gesellschafts- und Arbeitsrecht.
Labour Law in the Netherlands May 20 2021
Derived from the renowned multi-volume
International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
monograph on the Netherlands not only
describes and analyses the legal aspects of
labour relations, but also examines labour
relations practices and developing trends. It
provides a survey of the subject that is both
usefully brief and sufficiently detailed to answer
most questions likely to arise in any pertinent
legal setting Both individual and collective
labour relations are covered in ample detail,
with attention to such underlying and pervasive
factors as employment contracts, suspension of
the contracts, dismissal laws and covenant of
non-competition, as well as international private
law. The author describes all important details of
the law governing hours and wages, benefits,
intellectual property implications, trade union
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

activity, employers’ associations, workers’
participation, collective bargaining, industrial
disputes, and much more. Building on a clear
overview of labour law and labour relations, the
book offers practical guidance on which sound
preliminary decisions may be based. It will find a
ready readership among lawyers representing
parties with interests in the Netherlands, and
academics and researchers will appreciate its
value in the study of comparative trends in laws
affecting labour and labour relations.
The Idea of Labour Law Jul 22 2021 There is
growing interest in trying to understand and
rethink the goals of labour law in light of
changing realities in the labour market and
regulation. Responding to such fundamental
questions as: What is labour law for? How can it
be justified? And on what should reforms be
based? this book challenges the way we think
about labour law.
The Future of Work Jan 28 2022 Studies in
Employment and Social Policy Volume 56
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Digitalization, far from being solely a
technological issue, has broad implications in
the social, labour, and economic spheres. It
leads to dangers as well as to new chances for
the workforce, and thus labour law must develop
effective ways to both protect workers and allow
them to profit from new technological
developments. The most thorough book of its
kind, this collection of expert essays provides an
abundance of well-thought-out material for
understanding the consequences of digitalization
for the labour market and industrial relations.
Recognizing that only an international
perspective can make it possible to face the
challenges of the present (and the future),
renowned authorities from the International
Labour Organization and the International
Society for Labour and Social Security Law, as
well as outstanding labour law professors,
examine in depth such salient issues as the
following: transformation of production systems;
the spread of artificial intelligence;
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

precariousness and exploitation in the gig
economy; lessons learned from COVID-19;
employment status of platform workers; new
cross-border issues; rights to trade union
association and collective bargaining; role of the
State in the new digital labour market; and
blurred lines between work and private life.
Thanks to the international team of contributors,
the issues are dealt with from a variety of
overlapping perspectives and points of view,
combining aspects of labour law, commercial
law, corporate governance, and international
law. Highlighting the need to adapt, especially
through the right to training, work, and
professionalism with respect to the new
technological landscape, the book draws on
legislative, judicial, and theoretical initiatives
suggesting ways of responding positively to the
requests for protection that arise in the new
forms of production. A uniquely valuable tool for
study and reflection for policymakers and
academics, the book is also sure to be valued by
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entrepreneurs, managers, consultants, corporate
lawyers, judges, human rights experts, and trade
unionists who are interested in the issues of
labour, industrial relations, and social rights in
European and international contexts.
International Labour Law Feb 26 2022 This
timely volume provides a selection of seminal
articles that analyze and debate current key
topics in the field of international labour law. In
particular, the collection focuses on the central
role of the International Labour Organization
(ILO) in th
The Idea of Labour Law Sep 04 2022 Labour
law is widely considered to be in crisis by
scholars of the field. This crisis has an obvious
external dimension - labour law is attacked for
impeding efficiency, flexibility, and development;
vilified for reducing employment and for
favouring already well placed employees over
less fortunate ones; and discredited for failing to
cover the most vulnerable workers and workers
in the "informal sector". These are just some of
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

the external challenges to labour law. There is
also an internal challenge, as labour lawyers
themselves increasingly question whether their
discipline is conceptually coherent, relevant to
the new empirical realities of the world of work,
and normatively salient in the world as we now
know it. This book responds to such fundamental
challenges by asking the most fundamental
questions: What is labour law for? How can it be
justified? And what are the normative premises
on which reforms should be based? There has
been growing interest in such questions in
recent years. In this volume the contributors
seek to take this body of scholarship seriously
and also to move it forward. Its aim is to provide,
if not answers which satisfy everyone,
intellectually nourishing food for thought for
those interested in understanding, explaining
and interpreting labour laws - whether they are
scholars, practitioners, judges, policy-makers, or
workers and employers.
Changing Industrial Relations &
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Modernisation of Labour Law Mar 30 2022
Thirty-three distinguished authorities in the field
of labour and industrial relations law gather
here to enhance and complement the work of the
late Marco Biagi, a man who, at the time of his
violent and untimely death, had shown himself to
be the most insightful and committed
international scholar in this complex and
controversial and, as it proved, even dangerous
field. The topics covered range over many of
Professor Biagi's special interests, including the
following: the formulation of a new basis for
labour law that could resolve new issues;
employee protection in corporate restructuring;
the trend toward individual 'enterprise
bargaining'; a new European employment policy
and what it might entail; the growing
phenomenon of 'flexibilisation'; the effects of an
aging workforce; the crucial nexus of free trade,
labour, and human rights; the promise of EU
enlargement; and protection of part-time
workers. There is a lot of insight, innovation, and
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

just clear thinking in this wide-ranging and farreaching book. It will be of exceptional value to
scholars, lawyers, and others concerned with the
extensive and unpredictable changes under way
in today's world of work.
Labour Law between Change and Tradition Dec
27 2021 On the occasion of the official
‘retirement’ of the eminent labour law scholar
Antoine Jacobs, a number of his colleagues –
themselves well-respected in the field of labour
law and industrial relations – have assembled
this volume of essays to manifest the breadth
and variety of this great professor’s work. The
authors pay particular attention to the tension,
always present in Jacobs’s critical research, of
traditional values with an acute awareness of
emerging realities. He approached labour law,
not merely as a series of static issues concerning
workers and employers, but as an evolving
discipline that persistently challenged its sociopolitical context. Among the wide range of issues
considered in this collection – all of them
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prominent in Jacobs’s work – are the following:
the right to work; the right to strike versus the
freedom to strike; the role of the European
Union in national labour law; transnational
collective bargaining; social security issues;
labour law and the social teaching of churches;
bankruptcy; and more.
Research Handbook on Transnational
Labour Law Apr 18 2021 The editors’
substantive introduction and the specially
commissioned chapters in the Handbook explore
the emergence of transnational labour law as a
field, along with its contested contours. The
expansion of traditional legal methods, such as
treaties, is juxtaposed with the proliferation of
contemporary alternatives such as indicators,
framework agreements and consumer-led
initiatives. Key international and regional
institutions are studied for their coverage of
such classic topics as freedom of association,
equality, and sectoral labour standard-setting, as
well as for the space they provide for dialogue.
unilateral-changes-labour-guide

The volume underscores transnational labour
law’s capacity to build bridges, including on
migration, climate change and development.
Modernising European Union labour law
Mar 18 2021 In its Green Paper about the need
for labour market reform, the European
Commission argued that the increasing diversity
of 21st century working relationships means that
existing labour law is no longer adequate. This
report brings together the evidence from a wide
range f experts and representative bodies about
these issues as they affect the UK labour market.
It finds that the evidence does not support the
Commission. The consensus is that the relatively
light regulation of the UK labour market is
advantageous and that problems of social
disadvantage and structural unemployment are
better addressed by measures aimed at tackling
poor skills and social inequality rather than
changing labour law. The report therefore
recommends that efforts at EU level should
focus on the promotion and sharing of good
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practice, rather than the introduction of new
legislation.
The Future of Labour Law Sep 23 2021 All over
the world a different kind of labour law is in the
process of formation; in Gramsci's phrase, this is
an interregnum when the old is dying and the
new is struggling to be born. This book, to which
an internationally distinguished group of
scholars has contributed, examines the future of
labour law from a wide variety of perspectives.
Issues covered include the ideology of New
Labour law; the employment relationship; the
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public/private divide; termination of
employment; equality law; corporate
governance; collective bargaining; workers'
participation; strikes; international labour
standards; the role of EU law; the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights; labour law and
development in Southern Africa; and the impact
of globalisation. The essays are written in
honour of the outstanding labour lawyer
Professor Sir Bob Hepple QC, who has
contributed to so many areas of this dynamic
field.
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